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100% original illustrations45 unique hand-drawn illustrationsThis book is perfect for adults who want

to relax, stress relief, or amuse themselves after a long day. Unique Stress Relief Designs For Your

Coloring Enjoyment :- 45 designs with floral patterns- Arouse your senses and creativity- Funny gift

idea for your friends- Buy one today and get started!Want to print this book?You can also get a PDF

version of these flower patterns so you can print them out and get coloring.
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This book of Charming Flowers is a breath of fresh air after all the Shuttershock images that I am

used to seeing in the kindle coloring books. The drawings all appear to be unique. Most will color

very nicely with a combination of colored pencils and gel pens.At the end of the book is the print

link. It is a hyperlink so all you do it click and you can now print or save. The designs are nicely

centered on the print page.



Charming Flowers: 45 Unique Hand-Drawn Floral PatternsThis is an incredibly charming book!First

off, this book is super unique! After being disapointed with a dozens of other books that claimed to

be "coloring" books for adults,and all have a quite same patterns inside, this one was exactly what I

was looking for. The pictures are amazingly beautiful and instantly spark so many coloring

possibilities! There is a large variety of black line art in this book and its worth the money to have the

collection of wonderful detailed art.If you love coloring or just appreciate fine line art, you need this

book!I will definitely purchase books from Anna Wilton again.Highly recommend!There is a link in

the back of the book where you can print off a pdf version.

When you've looked at dozens and dozens of pattern books, , they all begin to look the same. This

one is pleasingly different. The flower patterns are different from what you usually see, and the

layouts are very well done. The lines are nice and thin; they reprint nicely, but they're not so thick

that the black lines overpower the design. I'll be looking or more from this artist.One note to the

author: your preview ("Look Inside") does not show any patterns, only front matter.. You should

expand the preview a bit so we can see some samples of your work. Thank you for a great book.

I purchased the digital Kindle version of Charming Flowers. I was able to quickly find the PDF

download link at the end of the book, on the very last page. I have purchased a few adult coloring

books this way and it's way more convenient for me to print the pages out when I want to color them

instead of having multiple physical coloring books laying around. I've seen several books this way, a

lot of them are very similar. Some of them are exact copies of the same coloring patterns from free

images. This book is in the same style as those other books, however the pictures are clearly

unique to this book. I do not see any duplicates from this book in other coloring books. I love this

book and I will be coloring the majority of the images from within.

Am I the only one who got super excited when publishers started producing coloring books for

adults?! I can't be! And now we have something even better--coloring books you can download and

print out for yourself.These designs are so cute and unique! They aren't the same ole, same ole that

I've been seeing lately in the paperback versions. Plenty to keep me busy for a while--especially

since I can print out a new version and color again and again and again! You bet I'll be buying more!

Black-and-white drawings are very good! Beautiful floral picture.A lot of very small parts, when you

painting, as if you go into the maze, and just as you "passing" it gradually "open" picture completely.



Employment requires perseverance, great accuracy, plenty of spare time and patience. Painstaking

work. Good for those who do not like to sew, embroider and knit, and prefers not sewing needle and

spokes but pencil and felt-tip pen. Distracts from the computer, the TV, elevates mood, adjusts to a

positive, help in dealing with stress, calms the nerves .

I love this book. It has intricate flowers that practically covers the paper and large in size. There are

room to work with color and let the imagination go. I recommend this book for all levels.

I am not a big flower coloring book girl but these flowers are very unique. I am quite excited to print

these out and give them a try. They are very well drawn and the quality of the PDF is excellent. I

would highly recommend this book if you are looking for intricate flower patterns with a little

something different to them.
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